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~THE BRIGADE BULLETIN~  
No. 17, 8 May, 2015 

An occasional newsletter from the Michelago Rural Fire Brigade 

April training; next training; no speeding to callouts; AGM; May Fair; Farm 

Sheds Open Day; Executive highlights; callouts; reminders; NSW RFS 

eBulletin 

 

Training 12 April – structural fires   Photos: Keith Howker & Leanne Pattison 

After a Power Point presentation and 

discussion, we moved to Guises Creek. 

The training’s leader was ex-Michelagoan 

Rob Nicholls, Deputy Captain with 

Queanbeyan Brigade and CABA 

(Compressed Air Breathing Apparatus) 

instructor. It was a thorough workshop on 

the basics of defensive strategies with 

structural fires.                

The experience was, as Rob said, just a 

‘snapshot’ of the importance of reading 

the fire, what can happen and what fire-

fighters can do.  

 Left: Rob Nicholls, the BA (Breathing 

Apparatus) expert from Queanbeyan 

Brigade, goes in low with defensive 

support from Michelago.                      

The training was well-structured, starting with a small-scale demonstration with the ‘doll house’, a one-

off, small, chipboard 

structure.  

Rob gets the doll-house 

blaze going. Brown-smoke 

stage indicates the fire is 

starving for oxygen. Aldo 

squirts water. The white-

smoke stage indicates the 

fire has taken up oxygen 

and the air is cooling down.  
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The doll-house fire showed, on a micro scale, the smoke levels and colours indicating stages of 

combustion as the fire pulled oxygen from 

outside and reached auto-ignition stage. Then it 

showed the cooling effects on gases of a small 

amount of water. This was more effective than a 

lot of water on the actual blaze. Fire is clearly a 

complex phenomenon.  

Above: A crew tests the fire’s/smoke’s stage by the 

way the water reacts to the heat of the door. 

Left & below: views of venting. 

                         

 

 

 

Then crews took turns with instructor Rob to approach the 

purpose-converted container in which a large, straw-fed 

fire was going through the stages already demonstrated in 

the doll house. They also saw how to test the fire’s stage 

by water’s reaction on the door, judged when it was safe 

to open a window and ‘vent’ with the hose, and practised 

using the Acron according to different stages of the fire. 

 

Back-up 

crews 

had to be ready for when one member in each crew 

was ‘overcome’ by smoke and had to be dragged away 

and ‘resuscitated’.  

Left: Abby is pulled to safety by her team and the brave 

back-ups move in.  

Only BA-trained and equipped fire-fighters are 

permitted to go into such a structure. They go in with a 

partner and must take a line or hose from the entrance so they can find their way back, as visibility can 

be nil.  

Instructions, questions and discussions went on through the process, including about different types of 

house construction, asbestos, decontamination, controlling the fire environment, reading the wind, the 
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amount of water appropriate for different fire stages (indicated by the smoke), working with BA-trained 

crews, disciplined crew-leader structure, not knowing what’s burning in the structure, and the vital 

importance 

of a 

competent 

pump 

operator 

on the 

truck 

providing 

water and/ 

or foam 

Left: Rob 

goes over 

the finer 

points of 

pump 

operations. 

 

Far left: 

pump 

operators practise pumping water from a back-up 

truck to the active one.  

 

Left: Afterwards, we 

went to the hydrant point 

opposite the Calwell 

shops to practise, with 

Rob, how to access the 

hydrant point and use 

the stand pipe.  

Many thanks to the 

generous volunteers of 

Guises Creek Brigade for 

the use of their training 

facilities and to Rob 

Nicholls for giving his 

time and expertise.  

The training was interesting revision for experienced 

Michelago volunteers and excellent learning for our newer 

members. Intense team discussion followed when we 

returned to our own little shed.  
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Next training: Sunday, 14 June at 11.00 am, as the first weekend is Queen’s Birthday. 

Speeding to callouts? No, no. Brent reminds you that the speed limit on the highway (100 km/h) 

and in Ryrie Street (50 km/h but 40 km/h in the school zone 8.00—9.30 am and 2.30—4.30 pm) still 

applies to you. Your cars are not emergency vehicles and must not be a traffic hazard through speeding. 

You can be booked even if going to attend an emergency. How embarrassing. 

Annual General Meeting 16 May, 3.00 pm, the Hall ($5 Brigade membership) 

Afternoon tea available from the start, reports on the Brigade year from your 

brigade’s officers and from Fire Control and elections of your new committee 

for 2015—2016. Also, there’ll be presentation of long-service 

medals to members with ten years and more 

continuous volunteer service to Michelago and the 

wider community. It would be good if lots of you 

could come along to congratulate them.  

 

The Mayfair – Michelago RFS BBQ 

Wonderful Autumn weather and the MRCA’s 

extensive advertising brought crowds of people.  

There was a long queue at our tent for our 

excellent food – not just sausage sandwiches but 

also steak, lashings of coleslaw and delicious 

potatoes and cheese.  

The catering crew set up the tent the evening 

before and was selling solidly from 10.00 am on 

Sunday until running out of food by 2.00 pm. 

Left: Alex & Keith are 

BBQ kings.      

Below: Abby, Kylie & 

Bronwyn helped set up 

the tents on Saturday. 

 

 

Left: Bredbo’s Cat1 has a water cannon. 
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Duncan coached smoke-house visitors to ‘get down low 

and go, go, go’. Barney and Steve looked after the trucks. 

           

Bredbo, Colinton and Michelago trucks and activities kept the profile of the RFS high in the community. 

The initial estimate of our bbq-raised funds is $1,500.00 net, an excellent result for all the hard work. 

Mayfair photos: Keith Howker & Leanne Pattison 

 

Farm sheds: the good, the bad and the ugly – a reminder 

‘Rural fire-fighters are aware of the perils of farm sheds – explosives, poisons, chemicals, access problems, 

discarded machinery and furniture, snakes, incoherent storage, unlabelled containers, asbestos, toxic 

vapours.’ 

Colinton and Bredbo Rural Fire Brigades’ Open Day highlighting the possible hazards in rural sheds will 

be on Sunday, 17 May, 10.00 am to 3.00 pm, at Ingelara, a working farm. Ingelara is on the right of the 

Monaro Highway, going south, just over Ingelara Bridge. There’ll be stalls, demonstrations, a free BBQ 

and activities for children.  

Thank you to Nick Goldie and Sandra Lauer of Colinton for the information. 

Executive highlights from the 1 May meeting 

o Duncan McNeill was applauded for his six years of solid work as Senior Deputy Captain – due to 

work and family commitments, he will stand down from this position and be nominated for a 

Deputy Captain position at the AGM. 

o We’ve put in an application for an RFSA grant for $4,500.00 for new equipment. 

o Mayfair and AGM organisation was discussed. 

o The Cat 7B has a small water pressure problem which is easily fixable. 

o Brent will order more yellow shirts after the AGM. 

o There will be a General Meeting before next fire season to adopt the new, standard, all-brigades 

NSW RFS Constitution. This will be a new model, with local brigade variations allowed only in 

Brigade Rules added at the end. These rules will be worked out, of course, in consultation with 

members and be subject to the approval of the Monaro Team Manager.   
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Callouts since the last Bulletin  

Sunday 26 April, 3.00 am: there was a minor MVA two kilometres north of 

Michelago village. A crew of four responded in the Cat1.  

 

 

 

NSW RFS ebulletin is a newsletter published by Corporate Communications, NSW Rural Fire Service 

15 Carter Street, Lidcombe NSW 2141 

email: enews@rfs.nsw.gov.au 

Copyright © State of New South Wales through the NSW RURAL FIRE SERVICE 2014 

Disclaimer / Privacy / Accessibility 

Issue 32 of the NSW RFS eBulletin was a recent, surprise arrival. There’s no room for 

any of its items in this Michelago Bulletin. You can access it at the address above. 

 

The 2014—2015 Committee 

Captain: Brent Wallis (0418 680 205) Senior Deputy Captain: Duncan McNeill 

Deputy Captains: Derek Giucci, James Byrne, Keith Howker, Alex Milovanovic 

Callout Officers: Bronwyn Gattringer, Abby McPherson  

Catering Officers: Lauren Wallis, Abby McPherson, Bronwyn Gattringer, Alex Milovanovic  

RFSA Rep: William Stone Training Officers: Aldo Giucci, Duncan McNeill  

Equipment Officers: Derek Giucci, William Stone, Tim Haines 

Engine Keepers: Steve Haines, Tim Haines 

Safety Officer: Richard Stone 

Permit Officers: Brent Wallis, Duncan McNeill 

Treasurer: Brien Hallett                                                                                                                                                                                                   

 President: David Gattringer  

Vice President/Acting Secretary:  Leanne Pattison                                                                                                                                                                                   

Executive Committee member: Abby McPherson                   

 Auditor: Dave Bunston 

Executive Committee Officers: Captain, Snr Deputy Captain, President, Secretary, Treasurer, Vice President 

From the editor Do you have any newsletter feedback, news items and/or photos? Please email them: LPatt@internode.on.net  

Disclaimer: views expressed or implied in this bulletin are not necessarily those of the MRFB Committee, wider Brigade membership or the 

RFS.  

Fire Cooma Monaro Fire Control (24 hrs) 1300 722 164 / 02 6455 0455   Emergency 000 

 

Changed any of your contact details? 

If you’re on a callout list, please tell Bronwyn: 0407 943 245 / bronnygatts@bigpond.com.au 

Please also tell the Vice President of phone, email or address changes:  LPatt@internode.on.net 

 

You can view earlier Brigade Bulletins on the Michelago Fire Brigade link at 

www.michelagoregion.org.au  
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